
Leaf Sweep

This time of year due to the large number of trees in the Ville we perform a leaf sweep. The first one has already

taken place and the next one will be due sometime in December when all the leaves have fallen. There will be a

notification via email, to those of you that have provided us with your email address about the date. We would

like your cooperation in removing your vehicles from the streets around the Ville on the day the sweep is

happening so that it will be most effective. Relevant notices will be also displayed in the lectern and on the

website.

Car parking

We would like to ask all residents with a drive to aim to park their cars on it as much as possible. For those of

you lucky enough to have a drive large enough to accommodate both cars please do try to utilise it.

Chorltonville was designed when there were no cars around. This makes the passage of heavy vehicles and

delivery vans difficult and sometimes impossible when cars are parked on the road, especially with no particular

consideration of the space that is left for vehicles to come through. May we also remind you that the passage of

emergency vehicles such as fire engines, ambulances and police cars should be unobstructed.

Furthermore, we would request that householders and visitors if possible to park on one side of the road. This

will facilitate more cars to be parked, and the passage of other vehicles will be easier as there will be no need for

many swerving manoeuvres.

West Didsbury and Chorlton football club has been working closely with the committee to facilitate parking in

its designated car park facilities. Appropriate signage and parking wardens are in operation during match times

and we hope this will make a big difference at the congestion observed at Brookburn Rd, Claude Rd, West

Meade mainly during match days.

Lastly, as many of you will be having family and friends visiting over the festive period, please ask them to be

considerate and inform them of the advice given above. We would like to also remind you to discourage your

friends and family from  parking their cars for long period of time in the Ville when they are going on holiday

abroad, but to use the designated airport car parks instead.

Verges

This time of year we notice significantly more ruts on the verges due to the ground being wet. This is caused by

heavy vehicles driving over a verge (occasionally when there is an obstruction at the other side), or cars parked

on a verge. Please report any such damage and the culprit if you manage to have evidence. The committee tries

to recover the significant cost of these repairs from the people responsible.

This happens most frequently around the Meade. This circular road is rather narrow and the problem is

exacerbated by cars parked there. We cannot stop delivery vehicles passing through, especially as people have

more and more deliveries these days. Again we would like to remind residents of the Meade and the

surrounding roads, not to park there if possible, but on their designated drives and garages.
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Trees

There is an application to the council for tree pruning. The council amended it, in line with the stricter

regulation regarding tree maintenance in conservation areas and this will be performed in due course. We

welcome recommendations for tree work by our residents but we remind you that all proposed work needs

appropriate planning approval and it will be considered when it is necessary.

Bulb planting

In our previous newsletter we asked the residents if they could volunteer their services to assist and facilitate a

day of bulb planting with the children living in the area. Unfortunately we received minimal response and this

cannot go ahead. We would like to remind you all that the comittee funds are limited and reserved for

necessary maintenance in the Ville. The committee members are all volunteers that they dedicate considerable

time in matters related to the Ville. Without the support of our residents schemes such as bulb planting cannot

go ahead, as it would be a significant expense if this was to be tendered to a professional gardening contractor. 

The committee would, however, like to thank those of you that volunteered either your time or your tools for

this.

Items to give

There are a couple of households that offered original internal doors. If you would like them, please contact

info@chorltonville.org so that we can pass you the details.

Christmas at the Ville

Carols on the Rotunda is planned for 7.30 on Christmas Eve.  We will email all residents for whom we hold an

email address separately, and place notices on the lectern and website.

From all of us on the committee, we would like to thank everyone assisting us to maintain Chorltonville as

one of the best places to live in Manchester.
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